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Project overview
The objective of the current project is further development of the digital transport
documents that could provide seamless information flows accompanying cargo flows between
countries along the GUAM transport corridor. Due to its position in the middle of the cargo
transport routes between Europe and Asia, the use of UN/CEFACT standards and
recommendations for cargo information sharing along this route makes much sense.
The focus of the project is on the practical application of the data models and standards to
facilitate real-world transport operations that take place along this transport route. This is achieved
by creating digital twins of real business documents that are mapped to the UN/CEFACT
multimodal transport reference data model (MMT RDM) to ensure interoperability both in terms
of changing jurisdictions and modes of transport along the route.
Background of the project.
The serious disruptions caused by the COVID19 pandemic to societies, economies, crossborder trade, and COVID’s devastating impact on the livelihood of people, call for action to tackle
the many social and economic dimensions of the crisis. Unprecedented measures to halt the spread
of the disease through lockdowns, travel restrictions and social distancing have resulted in a
significant reduction of supply and demand. The UN reported 1 that due to the COVID-19 pandemic
in 2020, world output shrank by 4.3 per cent, over three times more than during the global financial
crisis of 2009. The modest recovery of 4.7 per cent, which is expected in 2021, would barely offset
the losses sustained in 2020. This makes even more pressing the need to intensify joint efforts to
counter the negative tendencies in international trade. There is much to be gained from using
United Nations standards to overcome the fragmentation of data and document flows for the
digitalization of trade and transport across borders.
This underlines the importance of digitalization of information flows along supply chains
and transport corridors to address the immediate threat of the COVID-19 pandemic by diminishing
person-to-person contacts and the need to increase efficiency in trade and transport. Drivers and
other workers in cross-border supply chains may be subject to the risk of contamination, quarantine
requirements or other impediments. Risk mitigation measures should include the digitalization of
transport, customs and trade documents, and their automated exchange based on international
(UN) standards.
The COVID-19 crisis has, at the same time, opened a window of opportunity to harmonize
standards and solutions for electronic trade and transport information exchange along multimodal
digital corridors that would allow for seamless and contactless data sharing among various modes
of transport and sectors. The effects of the pandemic have clearly shown that we should and can
go beyond vested corporate, institutional or national interests, beyond departmentalized solutions
for the digitalization of international trade and move towards the harmonization of data, documents
and processes based on global standards for sharing data and documents.
In the context of implementing the recommendations of the 2019 and 2020 UNECE
“Odessa” seminars to support the development of digital multimodal transport corridors, with a
view to increasing the harmonization and standardization of data exchange in international
transport, trade and logistics to encourage electronic data exchange and thereby to reduce personto-person contacts during the COVID-19 crisis and in the post-pandemic recovery, using relevant
UN/CEFACT standards, a pilot project along the corridor including the countries members of the
World Economic Situation and Prospects: February 2021 Briefing, No. 146, 1 February 2021,
https://www.un.org/development/desa/dpad/publication/world-economic-situation-and-prospects-february-2021briefing-no-146/
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Organization for Democracy and Economic Development GUAM 2(Georgia, Ukraine, Azerbaijan,
and Moldova - the GUAM corridor), that includes:
· Defining one or several strategic products for export and import can serve best the
objectives of a pilot project using the UN/CEFACT standards for multimodal transport
along the GUAM corridor
· Preparing electronic messages (electronic document equivalents) based on the
UN/CEFACT standards and Reference Data Models, using XML and JSON formats,
collaborating with the relevant UN/CEFACT experts and using their guideline on how the
UN/CEFACT standards should be used to develop electronic document-equivalents, for
the following documents:
o eCMR,
o maritime waybill,
o SMGS and CIM/SMGS consignment notes and additional documents,
o invoice for Customs.
· Survey/analysis to accomplish a complete conversion of data between maritime, road and
railway transport.
· Results of a test of the conversion of data between the maritime, road and railway transport
sectors.
· Developing standards for the generic document equivalents under the United Nations
Development Account (UNDA) coronavirus (COVID-19) response project “Transport and
Trade Connectivity in the Age of Pandemics”, notably in the:
o practical aspects of preparing electronic standards for data exchange new message
structure subsets contextualized to the specific transport modes, using
UN/CEFACT standards that would best service digital multimodal corridors and
support modern technologies, including XML and JSON,
o development and implementation of a Data Model for the Black Sea – Baltic Sea
digital corridor, combining the data for the key accompanying documents as
described above and identified in the project and based on the UN/CEFACT
Multimodal Transport Reference Data Model.
· Analysis of trade flows in GUAM in general, the selected products, documents, and
route(s) related to Azerbaijan (provide basic information on merchandise and document
flows for Azerbaijan in the GUAM corridor).
· Description of concrete transport operations for the pilot project for the selected products
and route(s) prepared.
· Data mapped and electronic document equivalents (notably for documents accompanying
goods transported by rail, road and sea), prepared for the GUAM corridor, notably
documents used in the pilot project and in cooperation with other experts working on this
project.
· Electronic message structure subsets for multimodal digital exchange, using UN/CEFACT
standards and modern technologies, such as XML for use in the GUAM corridor;
contribution to the recommendations on using JSON APIs (all of this prepared in
cooperation with the Ukrainian and other experts working on the project).
· Analysis of the legal aspects of the transfer of data between different documents and modes
of transport covered by the project.
· Results of a test of the conversion of data between the maritime, road and railway transport
in the GUAM corridor.

2

https://guam-organization.org/en/
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·

Contribution to the development and implementation of a data model for the GUAM digital
corridor.

The aim is to foster harmonization of electronic data sharing using global (UN/CEFACT)
standards for transport, trade and logistics, and to prepare standards for e-documents based on the
UN/CEFACT semantic standards and reference data models. The focus will be on the development
of electronic document equivalents for the documents mentioned above, using UN/CEFACT tools
in the countries developing a digital multimodal transport corridor.

Project Activities and Outputs
1. Standardized Dataset
The UNECE facilitated project is focused on standardized dataset aligned to International
Standards and data models prepared for pilot use in cooperation with Ukraine and Azerbaijan,
notably in the light of a corridor passing through the GUAM countries (notably, passing through
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Ukraine).
In the scope of the project, an overall standardized dataset of the documents mentioned in
the project overview was created and reported in a technical structure view along with an overall
XML schema following the UN/CEFACT schema rules. The overall standard dataset of the
documents supports contextualization by means of restriction of international standards.
Documents were reviewed against actual document examples that are in use on transport
corridors, and we found some issues that should be solved to support the possibility of real-life
use.
The overall dataset is a reuse of the UN/CEFACT Multimodal Transport Reference Data
Model (MMT RDM) D20A for individual transport-related documents but still based on the wider
Buy-Ship-Pay (BSP) Reference Data Model scope to cover general international supply chain
processes (Figure 1).

5

Figure 1: The UN/CEFACT International Supply Chain Model (Buy-Ship-Pay, BSP)

Source: UN/CEFACT Recommendation 18,
https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/cefact/recommendations/rec18/Rec18_pub_2002_ecetr271.pdf

While there are 3 main flows in this Buy-Ship-Pay model – Material, Financial and
Information - UNECE and UN/CEFACT activities are focused on facilitating the Information
flow. Moreover, the Information flow is complex and can be divided to several layers:
-

Physical layer – hardware and software to establish an infrastructure to connect parties
between each other and provide a way to share the information,
Interface layer – protocols, standards and requirements for negotiating the connection
between the parties (Sender and Receiver) via the physical layer,
Presentation layer – structure, scheme and format of the information entity (document or
dataset) to be transferred from Sender to Receiver,
Semantic layer – agreement on the way of describing the contents of the message to be
equally understood by all the parties involved in the communication process.
Figure 2: Flows between participants in the BSP process

Source: The authors
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The main task of this project focuses precisely on the semantic aspect of electronic
document interchange, i.e., on providing the ability to understand the contents of a document or
dataset to create a seamless information exchange accompanying the movement of goods and
transport operations, by harmonizing such documents (datasets) with international standards.

7

2. Overview of the individual datasets
Table 1: Datasets list

Document

Base International Reference Standard

CMR

UN/CEFACT Multimodal Transport Reference Data Model

Maritime Bill of Lading

UN/CEFACT Multimodal Transport Reference Data Model

SMGS

UN/CEFACT Multimodal Transport Reference Data Model

Invoice (for Customs use)

UN/CEFACT Supply Chain Reference Data Model

Certificate of Origin

UN/CEFACT Buy-Ship-Pay Reference Data Model

Phytosanitary/Veterinary Certificate

UN/CEFACT Buy-Ship-Pay Reference Data Model

Source: The authors

The individual reports and outputs attached in annexes of this report reflect datasets created
per provided paper document used along the GUAM transport corridor. These subsets show the
usage of paper documents names and terms in alignment with international standards data
exchange modeling. In addition, box numbers from paper documents are reflected in the reports
where applicable.
The data model provides the possibility to hold information about document authentication
inside the Exchanged Document section of each document (dataset). However, the legal aspects
were out of the scope of this assessment, and we decided to hold the message-related (or documentrelated) electronic signature data in the message envelope and thus separate it from the message
contents. The Signatory Authentication information in the Exchanged Document section can be
used for the metadata about an authentication for the content (paper or electronic signatures).

8

3. Analysis of the merchandise and information flows
The GUAM transport corridor connects four countries: Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Georgia, and
Moldova. It is part of the larger East-West and TRACECA transport corridors and is also linked
to other regional and international transport corridors.
The countries situated along this transport corridor established a regional organization: the
Organization for Democracy and Economic Development - GUAM in 2006. The main goals of
this organization are: strengthening of democratic values; ensuring the supremacy of law and
respect for human rights; ensuring sustainable development; strengthening international and
regional security and stability; deepening European integration for the creation of a common
security space and the enlargement of economic and humanitarian cooperation; developing of
socio-economic, transport, energy, scientific, technical and humanitarian potential; stimulating of
political interaction and practical cooperation in fields of mutual interest. The GUAM
Organization cooperates at the level of international organizations, in particular, the UN and the
OSCE.
Figure 3: Interconnection of GUAM transport corridor with regional transport corridors and routes

Source: guam-organization.org

3.1. Interconnection of the GUAM transport corridor with the transport system
of Ukraine
Ukraine is on the crossroad of the 5 global transport corridors. Due to this
geographical position, there is a huge potential for developing transit cargo flows via
Ukraine.

9

Figure 4: International transport corridors passing through Ukraine

Source: Ministry of Infrastructure of Ukraine

Maritime transport
There are 13 seaports in Ukraine connected to all main maritime destinations in the
world. The navigation on the Black Sea is also covered by a ferry service from Ukraine to
Georgia, Bulgaria, Romania, and Turkey. The average portion of cargo turnover using
seaports is appr.1% for Ukraine.
Figure 5 Sea ports of Ukraine

Source: The authors

Road transport
Ukraine is an eastern neighbor of the European Union and has signed an
Association Agreement with the EU. The average relational cargo turnover transported by
road for Ukraine is appr. 31 % - and it has the potential to grow due to Ukraine’s joining
the new e-CMR protocol amendment.
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Figure 6: Interconnection of the road network of Ukraine and EU

Source: Updated national transport strategy of Ukraine

The road network of Ukraine is connected to its main seaports and is part of the
international transport corridors, passing through Ukraine.
Railway transport
The network of railways of Ukraine is about 20,954.2 km of tracks, out of which
9,974.5 km (47.6%) is electrified. It is (by far) the largest railway network in Europe. The
main items transferred by rail are iron and manganese ore, construction materials, coal, and
grain. The average relational cargo turnover by rail for Ukraine is appr. 52 %
Figure 7: Railway network in Ukraine

Source: RailFreight.com

The railway network of Ukraine is connected to main seaports and is part of the
international transport corridors, passing through Ukraine.
11

Inland water transport
Ukraine has 1.6 thousand km navigable waterways. The water transport industry of
Ukraine is based on a network of sea and river ports, as well as loading terminals, mooring
and transport facilities of various forms of ownership.
The two main river arteries are the Danube river (Waterway E 80, E 80-09
according to the UNECE classification) and the Dnipro river (Waterway E 40 according to
the UNECE classification). The existing port infrastructure on Dnipro river covers 16 river
ports and terminals that can potentially provide for transporting and processing of up to 50
mln tons of cargo. Key IWW arteries that are operated now include Dnipro river (Kyiv and
Kaniv sections for cabotage and Zaporizhzhia/Dnipro-Kherson section for river-sea
transport), Yuzhnyi Bug river (Mykolaiv-Nova Odessa section) and Danube river.
Figure 8 Inland Waterways of Ukraine

Source: Updated national transport strategy of Ukraine 3

The inland water transport is not involved in the scope of the current assessment.

3.2. Interconnection of the GUAM transport corridor with the transport system
of Azerbaijan
Azerbaijan has carried out very large transport projects in recent years. Currently,
five international transport corridors pass through Azerbaijan. These are the East-West,
North South, Baku Tbilisi-Kars, South-West, and Lapis-Lazuli corridors.

https://mtu.gov.ua/files/Zakypivli/Ukraine%20Transport%20Strategy%20Part%202%20%20Sector%20Analysis%20-%20Draft.pdf

3
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Figure 9: The East-West transport corridor

Source: https://www.traceca-org.org/
Figure 10: The North-South transport corridor

Source: https://www.traceca-org.org/
Figure 11: The Baku-Tbilisi-Kars transport corridor

Source: https://www.traceca-org.org/
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Figure 12: South-West transport corridor

Source: https://www.traceca-org.org/
Figure 13: Lapis-Lazuli transport corridor

Source: https://www.traceca-org.org/

Maritime transport connection (ferry)
Azerbaijan has no exit to the world ocean. Sea transportation is carried out only in
the Caspian Sea with the Caspian countries: Russian Federation, Iran, Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan.
At present, there are 4 ports operating cargo in Azerbaijan:
• Baku International Sea Trade Port,
• Zykh Dry Cargo Sea Port (Zykh Sea Port),
• Sangachal Sea Port,
• Baku Hovsan International Trade Sea Port.
Road transport connection
The countries involved in road transport in this sense are: Azerbaijan – Georgia –
Russian Federation – Iran. The average relational cargo turnover for Azerbaijan is appr.
54% - and it has the potential to grow due to the possibility of Azerbaijan joining the eCMR protocol amendment.
14

Currently, there are the following international highways in Azerbaijan:
•
•
•
•

M-1 (Baku-Quba-Russian Federation Border) - 208 km
M-2 (Baku-Alyat - Kazakhstan - Georgia Border) - 503 km
M-3 (Alyat -Astara -Iran Border) - 243 km
M-4 and M5 (Baku-Shamakhi -Yevlax and Yevlax-Zaqatala-Georgia Border).

Source: http://www.aayda.gov.az/

Railway transport connection
Countries involved: Azerbaijan – Russian Federation – Georgia.
Figure 15: Azerbaijan Railways

Source: https://az.wikipedia.org/
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3.3.

Statistics for cargo turnover

The overall statistics of cargo turnover and countries along the transport corridor
GUAM is in Annex I.
Cargo turnover in Ukraine
According to the State Customs Service statistics, the overall cargo turnover
between GUAM countries and Ukraine in 2020 was 1 259 279 48 USD. This includes 208
704 958 USD for import and 1 050 574 527 USD for export. The trade balance of Ukraine
with these countries was positive and equal to 841 869 570 USD.
Table 2: Overall statistics on GUAM countries for Ukraine

Country

Cargo turnover, USD

USD Export

USD Import

USD Balance

AZ Azerbaijan

677 736 224

349 194 687

328 541 537

20 653 150

MD Moldova

756 125 991

682 208 985

73 917 007

608 291 978

GE Georgia

503 153 494

368 365 543

134 787 951

233 577 592

1 259 279 485

1 050 574 527

208 704 958

841 869 570

Total

Source: https://bi.customs.gov.ua/uk/trade/

Further details are provided by country.
Azerbaijan
The main export cargo groups to Azerbaijan are tobacco (24) - 37 837 060 USD,
meat and subproducts (02) - 34 531 480 USD and paper (48) - 31 700 276 USD. The main
import cargo group is fuel (27) - 277 763 522 USD. The overall balance is positive for
Ukraine and equals 20 653 150 USD.
Georgia
The main export cargo groups to Georgia are tobacco (24) - 76 471 630 USD and
black metals (72) - 50 353 105 USD. The main import cargo group is alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages (22) - 87 516 065 USD. The overall balance is positive for Georgia
and equals 253 577 592 USD.
Moldova
The main export cargo groups to Moldova are electric machines and equipment
(85) - 69 396 822 USD, black metals (72) - 49 225 672 USD, plastics (39) - 45 640 113
USD and wood (44) - 42 834 570 USD. The main import cargo groups are black metals
(72) - 24 866 981 USD and alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages (22) - 8 852 691 USD.
The overall balance is positive for Ukraine and equals 608 291 978 USD.
Cargo turnover in Azerbaijan
According to the State Customs Committee of Azerbaijan, in 2020, the total trade
turnover of Azerbaijan with the GUAM countries is 1 315 476 790 USD. Of these, 818
731 500 USD account for export and 496 745 290 USD for import. The balance was
positive for Azerbaijan and was equal to 321 986 210 USD.
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Table 3: Overall statistics on GUAM countries for Azerbaijan

Cargo turnover,
USD

USD Export

USD Import

USD Balance

Ukraine

771 451 000

353 040 870

418 410 130

-65 369 260

Moldova

7 821 840

3 780 200

4 041 640

-261 440

Georgia

536 202 950

461 909 430

74 293 520

387 615 910

1 315 475 790

818 730 500

496 745 290

321 985 210

Country

Total

Source: State Customs Committee of the Republic Azerbaijan

Further details are provided country by country.
Ukraine
The main export cargo group to Ukraine is 27 (Mineral fuels, mineral oils and
products of their distillation; bituminous substances; mineral waxes). The overall volume
of exports in monetary terms is 310 607 260 USD, which corresponds to 87% of the total
export to Ukraine.
The main cargo groups of imports from Ukraine are 24 (Tobacco and manufactured
tobacco substitutes) - 69,900,330 USD and 2 (Meat and edible meat offal) - 48,994,180
USD, respectively.
Moldova
The main export cargo group to Moldova is 31 (Fertilizers). The volume of exports
in monetary terms is 2,861,440 USD, which corresponds to 75% of the total exports to
Moldova.
The main cargo groups of imports from Moldova - 30 (Pharmaceutical products) 775 580 USD, 20 (Preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts or other parts of plants) - 747 720
USD and 22 (Beverages, spirits and vinegar) - 667 150 USD
Georgia
The main export commodity group to Georgia is 27 (Mineral fuels, mineral oils and
products of their distillation; bituminous substances; mineral waxes). The overall volume
of exports in monetary terms is 367,288,060 USD, which corresponds to 80% of the total
exports to Georgia.
The main commodity groups of imports from Georgia are 1 (live animals) - 21 337
800 USD, and 72 (Iron and steels) - 10 070 000 USD.
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4. An overall pilot description
The pilot assessment was built around real-world shipment of cargo between Azerbaijan
and Ukraine via Georgia. The project involves different modes of transport and was performed in
several scenarios. That allowed for an assessment of the practical use of different transport
documents and data transformation from one to another during shipment steps.
For the tasks of the assessment, the shipment of bitumen from Azerbaijan to Ukraine by
railway and shipment of meat from Ukraine to Azerbaijan by trucks we selected. In both cases
there is a ferry part of the road between Chornomorsk (Ukraine) and Poti (Georgia). However, in
the first case (bitumen) railway consignment notes were used as a document of maritime
transportation, while in the second case maritime bills of lading were used.
These cargo flows were selected for assessment due to their significance in the overall
cargo turnover between Ukraine and Azerbaijan and due to the possibility to get access to the
participants and the process of transportation. This allows for the creation of a so-called Digital
Twin – the existing process of shipment is still performed with the usual paper documents, but
electronic equivalents of such documents are also created and they follow the cargo in parallel.
General view on shipment is shown on Figure 17:
Figure 17: General view on shipment in the scope of the assessment

Source: The authors

According to the structure of freight flows included in the scope of the assessment, the
following types of documents were involved in the transportation.
Table 4: Types of documents

Direction

Cargo

Mode of transport

Documents

Ukraine –
Georgia Azerbaijan

Meat

Trucks – Ferry Trucks

Azerbaijan –
Georgia –
Ukraine

Bitumen

Rail – Rail with ferry
transportation

-

Source: The authors

-

CMR
Bill of Lading
Invoice
Certificate of origin
Sanitary certificate
Railway consignment
note on all sections of
the route
Invoice
Certificate of origin

Documents
provided by
Several local
companies

PLASKE JSC
(Ukraine)
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5. Description of the dataset mapping results
5.1.

Maritime Bill of Lading

a) The mapping was performed using real business cases documents:
● Combined Transport BoL,
b) The original documents used for the mappings are demonstrated in Annex II.
● Combined Transport BoL,
c) The results of the mapping are demonstrated in Annex III.
d) General considerations

The maritime bill of lading was already thoroughly analyzed in previous
assessments made for the Black Sea – Baltic Sea transport corridor 4 and the Inland
waterways project 5. All considerations made in those reports are valid for the present
assessment. A key feature of the examined transport operation was using a ferry as a
maritime carrier. Consequently, the assumption is that not just cargo (for example, in a
package or container), but also a transport unit – truck or railway wagon with cargo, is
shipped. From the point of view of the MMT RDM it does not bring any difficulties due
to the foreseen possibility to specify the necessary quantity of the Used Transport
Equipment BIE.
As a common recommendation, we propose to harmonize the structure of classes
for all parties involved in the shipment process and to use the same list of arguments and
attributes, especially the structure of address, country subdivision codes and names, mobile
phone numbers.
In addition, during the test, in the data model there were inaccessible entities for
goods description in plain text form, inside the class Included Consignment Item. Only the
code was accessible. Consequently, it is recommended to include both code and description
to keep the information in the exchanged document readable both for a machine and for a
human.
Even if the quantity of consignment items (pieces and weight) is available, it is
possible to add also corresponding totals to the consignment entity entry, and to provide
both numeric and plain text descriptions of totals to guarantee consistency of the document
exchanged (instead of generating the textual representation of amount programmatically
on both sides – sender and recipient).

5.2.

Invoice (for Customs use)

a) The mapping was performed using real business case documents:
● Invoice issued in Ukraine for Azerbaijan;
● Invoice issued in Azerbaijan for Ukraine;
b) The original documents used for mappings are demonstrated in Annex II.
c) The results of the mapping are demonstrated in Annex III.
d) General considerations

The invoice is much better formalized in electronic form than in paper. Actually,
the common practice is to issue an invoice in a free form with information, related to the
details of the specific contract. Consequently, the mappings of invoices issued in Ukraine
and in Azerbaijan differ. However, it is possible to specify some common issues.
There are differences in the usage of the entities with common roles in different
jurisdictions, specially:
https://unttc.org/documents/report-standardized-digitalization-multimodal-transport-ua
https://unttc.org/documents/dnieper-danube-corridor-pilot-dataset-alignment-international-standards-and-datamodels
4
5
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Seller. Trade_ Party:
● Consignor
● Seller
● Shipper.
We should also mention a difference in the bank qualification. Some information
from the real-world documents were not present in the current version of RDM and their
inclusion should be considered:
● Referenced documents
● Country of destination
● Producer
● Contract number
● Contract date
● Place of delivery by the terms
● Marks and notes
● Totals for sub-packages
● Totals for goods characteristics (ADMT)

5.3.

Certificate of Origin

a) The mapping was performed using real business case documents:
● Certificate of origin (issued in Azerbaijan);
● Certificate of origin (issued in Ukraine);
b) The original documents, used for mappings are demonstrated in Annex II.
● Certificate of origin – Belarus;
● Certificate of origin – Ukraine;
c) The results of the mapping are demonstrated in Annex III.
d) General considerations

The Certificate of Origin (CoO) is an important document for the Customs
clearance procedure and, in this regard, often accompanies freight transportation. The
GUAM Organization was the initiator of the project for the exchange of the CoO based on
the Blockchain technology. A pilot project was implemented between Georgia and
Azerbaijan. Since this pilot project did not provide for integration with other types of trade
and transport documents, it was not widely disseminated.
In the scope of the current assessment two kinds of CoO were reviewed. In the
examined certificates, there were two parties signing the document, so, we recommend to
make the Second_ Signatory entity for such certificates available in the RDM.
Due to the structure of the paper document with table form for consignment items,
we recommend to unlock totals (weight and volume) both for consignment and
consignment item levels.
Also, due to the tight connection between the certificate of origin and other cargo
certificates (ex. Phytosanitary) and other transport documents, it is recommended to
harmonize the attributes of the good’s description (Included.SupplyChain_TradeLineItem/
Specified.Trade_Product) using a description.text for plain text goods name and using a
common name and scientific name attributes for specific description, if the good requires
that.
In the case of a combined transportation, it should be possible to specify in
electronic documents the country of origin and the country of destination, but not only the
import and the export countries.

5.4.

CMR

a) The mapping was performed using real business case documents:
20

● Ukraine- Azerbaijan,
b) The original documents used for mappings are demonstrated in Annex II.
● Ukraine- Azerbaijan,
c) The results of the mapping are demonstrated in Annex III.
d) General considerations
CMR is the main document for international road transport. In this study, the CMR
was not used as a multimodal document because the transportation was segmented. In fact,
there were several separate transportations, combined into one - transportation by truck
through the territory of Ukraine to the port of Chornomorsk, transportation of the container
by ferry, and the next carriage by truck from Georgia (the port of Poti) to Azerbaijan.
Thus, the use of an end-to-end multimodal document throughout the entire route
could be considered as a recommendation for simplifying procedures.
For the present time neither Georgia nor Azerbaijan have joined the amendment
protocol to the Convention (e-CMR). Such an accession could simplify the application of
electronic documents throughout the entire route of transportation, given the fact that most
of the neighbors, including Ukraine, Russia, Turkey and Iran, have already acceded to this
protocol.
Comparing CMR documents with the MMT RDM, we see that this document is
well formalized from the point of view of a paper document (in accordance with the
requirements of the CMR Convention 6) and, accordingly, is implemented in the form of a
data model profile.
As for the common practice, it is not used to fulfill the contract information in the
paper CMR consignment note. Nevertheless, the entities for such information are foreseen
in MMT RDM.

5.5.

SMGS

a) The mapping was performed using real business case documents:
● Azerbaijan-Ukraine (ferry),
b) The original documents used for mappings are demonstrated in Annex II.
● Azerbaijan-Ukraine (ferry),
c) The results of the mapping are demonstrated in Annex III.
d) General considerations

The shipment from Azerbaijan to Ukraine was performed with the SMGS railway
consignment note, that was used also as a maritime waybill during ferry transportation
from port Poti (Georgia) to port Chornomorsk (Ukraine). Thus, the railway consignment
note was used as a single document for multimodal shipment.
The SMGS consignment note has been mapped to the MMT RDM in the previous
assessment on Black Sea – Baltic Sea transport corridor done by the experts from Belarus 7
and in other projects. All considerations mentioned in their report are valid for the current
assessment. Additionally, there are some attributes that can also be reviewed from the data
modeling point of view. Specifically:
o Information about cargo after reloading – weight (box #13) and pieces (box#14) – is
not available in the present version of the SMGS profile of MMT RDM, but is available
in MMT RDM itself – as an ABIE Transport_ Event. Value. Measure of the Supply
Chain_ Consignment. Examination. Transport_ Event class,
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=IND&mtdsg_no=XI-B-11&chapter=11&clang=_en
https://unttc.org/documents/standardized-dataset-aligned-international-standards-and-uncefact-reference-datamodels
6
7
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o Information about the kind of package – box#16 – is also available in MMT RDM but
not in the profile, ABIE Logistics_ Package. Type. Text of the Supply Chain_
Consignment. Related. Supply Chain_ Trade Transaction class,
o Information about the list of railway stations where the borders were crossed – ABIE
Logistics_ Location of the Logistics_ Transport Movement. Transshipment_
Intermediate. Transport_ Event class.

5.6.

Sanitary certificate

a) The mapping was performed using real business case documents:
● International Veterinary Certificate (Ukraine)

b) The original documents, used for mappings, are demonstrated in Annex II.
● International Veterinary Certificate (Ukraine)
c) The results of the mapping are demonstrated in Annex III.
d) General considerations
The phytosanitary certificate was quite well-mapped to the existing profile for
sanitary and phytosanitary certificates. We recommend a few elements for the
harmonization with other transport documents:
o Include information about the terms of validity (date of issue and date of end of
validity).
o Harmonize the structure of classes for all parties involved in the shipment process and
use the same list of arguments and attributes, especially the address structure, country
subdivision codes and names, mobile phone numbers.
o As in the previous case, tackle the issue of specifying the number of containers, in
which cargo was transported, in the certificate of origin. In a real word paper document
such information is provided in order to specify the identification of a consignment
party. We proposed to develop this question further.
Specific for the sanitary certificate is information on the declaration of the state
veterinarian for the goods exanimated. Due to limited usage of such information in other
transport documents, we recommend considering optimization of the allocation of these
attributes in the profile for sanitary certificate in the ABIE BSP Master/Exchanged_
Document/Included. Note.
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6. Examples of documents implemented
Documents used for the assessment were implemented in electronic form (XML),
based on the mapping, performed on the previous step and UN/CEFACT guidelines for
XML naming and design rules.
Examples of the documents in XML are provided in Annex IV.
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7. Analysis and results of a test of the data transformation
In the framework of the pilot project documents from several transport modes and
jurisdictions were assessed:
● CMR – Maritime BoL
● Maritime BoL - CMR
● SMGS with changing jurisdiction
● Certificate of Origin with changing jurisdiction
As the MMT RDM is used as a base for all these types of documents, it is also used for the
mapping of the transformation. This exercise shows the key advantage of the MMT RDM as a
unified and functionally complete data model that can serve as a single interface for interchanging
the information between IT solutions in the different modes of transport and different jurisdictions.
The issue is that different business names are used in documents of different modes of
transport for entities with common roles, but the identification attributes in RDM (RDM path,
Unique UN assigned ID) should remain the same.
The results of the test of data transformations are provided in Annex V.

7.1.

CMR - Maritime BoL - CMR

a) The conversion was performed using real business case documents:
● CMR waybill (road),
● Maritime BoL (ferry).
b) The original documents, used for conversions, are demonstrated in Annex II.
● CMR,
● Maritime BoL (ferry).
c) The results of the transformation are demonstrated in Annex V.
d) General considerations

As a result of the transformation of the data in the maritime Bill of Lading and the
CMR, the information about the parties participating in the carriage and the transported
cargo was well-mapped due to the coincidence of the general structure of the information
model of documents for maritime and road modes of transport. The actual shipment was
segmented and executed as 3 independent transport operations, combined into one – the
road shipment through the territory of Ukraine to the port of Chornomorsk, maritime
shipment to the port of Poti, and road shipment through the territory of Georgia and
Azerbaijan to the final destination point. For this reason, information from CMR was
converted to the bill of lading and then – to the new CMR in the port of Poti (Georgia).
An important issue that requires additional study is who should act as a recipient in
maritime transportation and a sender in road transportation in the case when the
transportation is actually segmented - that is, the road transport segment (leg) is not
performed under a single multimodal document. In practice, the role of such a connecting
link in the seaport is performed by the port freight forwarder, as a representative of the
consignee (in this case), therefore, the maritime section of transportation can be considered
properly executed. At the same time, the freight forwarder in the port of discharge
(Georgia) also acts as the actual sender for the next road transportation, while he is not
mentioned in the CMR and is not bound by contractual relations with the original sender
(Ukraine). Indeed, in the case of railway transport, it is the forwarder who appears as the
sender in similar situations.

7.2.

SMGS with changing jurisdiction

a) The transformation was performed using real business case documents:
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● SMGS consignment note (Azerbaijan).
b) The original documents used for conversions are demonstrated in Annex II.
● SMGS consignment note (Azerbaijan).
c) The results of the transformation are demonstrated in Annex V.
d) General considerations.
In the scope of the current assessment, the railway consignment note (SMGS) was
used as a single multimodal document for the entire transportation, including the maritime
segment of the shipment (executed by the ferry). The document was issued in Azerbaijan
and followed the cargo for the entire transportation.
Also, the railway consignment note is used as an electronic document in internal
IT solutions of the railways along the transport corridor. Nevertheless, there are bilateral
agreements between the railways of some countries, it is still common practice to follow
the cargo with the paper consignment note for cross border transportation. One of the
reasons is the complexity of the integration task due to the difference of internal formats
and program interface of each IT solution. Another issue is Customs procedure, that also
requires to solve the problem of integration in order to replace the paper document.

7.3.

Certificate of Origin with changing jurisdiction

a) The transformation was performed using real business case documents:
● Certificate of origin CT-1 (Azerbaijan),
● Certificate of origin CT-1 (Ukraine).
b) The original documents used for the transformation are demonstrated in Annex II.
● Certificate of origin CT-1 (Azerbaijan),
● Certificate of origin CT-1 (Ukraine).
c) The results of the transformation are demonstrated in Annex V.
d) General considerations.

In the scope of the current assessment, the original certificates of origin, issued both
in Azerbaijan and in Ukraine, were accepted by the country of destination without request
for reissue. In the case of meat shipment to Azerbaijan, the issuance of a national quality
certificate was requested, but this procedure is not part of the shipment process and is
related to the further internal use of the food product. Also, such reissue can be facilitated
by using electronic documents recognized by both countries.
The recognition of certificates issued in other countries is a procedure that requires
additional harmonization at the international level. An additional issue is the need to
change modes of transport or other operations with cargo during transportation.
The transition from the practice of using paper documents to electronic records can
solve this problem by adding additional information about the details of such operations in
the form of linked records. Such use of electronic documents requires regulation at the
international and national levels and seems feasible to be assessed additionally.
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8. General considerations and recommendations

The task of transforming information between different documents arises both when
changing jurisdiction (that is, crossing the border), and when changing the mode of transport
(modality). As an example of multimodal transportation, in the scope of the current assessment, is
demonstrated by the use of a railway consignment document as a maritime consignment note on
the Poti (Georgia) - Chornomorsk (Ukraine) route. At the same time, certain sections of the
transportation are often carried out according to their own documents. Such example in the current
assessment is the road-maritime connection for road transportation, that is segmented. Thus, the
ports become a point of the transformation of documents and data as a place of change of both
national jurisdiction and mode of transport.
Figure 18: Port as a transformation point.

Source: The authors

As most of the participants in the transportation process already have their own information
systems that fully meet the requirements imposed on them by the business community, the main
point for optimization is at the border of the interaction of these systems with each other. In most
cases, this problem is solved by building a system-to-system interface based on an appropriate
bilateral agreement (between the railways of different countries, between railways and maritime
carriers, etc.).
As a result, to solve the problem of information exchange between all participants in the
supply chain, we need to implement in general terms:
𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆 =

𝑛𝑛!
(2 ∗ (𝑛𝑛 − 2)!)

where Q s is the total quantity of interfaces between IT systems, and
n is the quantity of IT systems to be linked.
For each IT system, the quantity of interfaces to be implemented is:
𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆1 = 𝑛𝑛 − 1

where Qs1 - is the number of interfaces for one IT system, and
n is the number of IT systems.
Considering the number of parties interested in information interaction, such a task looks
poorly implemented in practice.
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The use of international standards and formats for electronic documents and messages is
an attractive solution to the problem. However, the complexity is caused by the presence of many
complex and expensive information systems run by different participants in the supply chain. For
this purpose, we propose to use UN/CEFACT electronic document formats based on the MMT
RDM data model as interface for solving the interoperability problem. In this case, the complexity
of the task of building information interaction decreases:
𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆 = 𝑛𝑛

where Qs – is the total quantity of interfaces between IT systems, and
n is the quantity of systems.
The quantity of interfaces for each IT system is minimal:
𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆1 = 1

where Qs1 is the quantity of interfaces for one IT system.
Figure 19: Facilitating the complexity of the integration task

Source: The authors

The application of the UN/CEFACT multimodal transport reference data model (MMT
RDM) and the formats of electronic documents (data sets) generated from it looks obvious in view
of the above discussed properties of its functional completeness and semantic commonality for
business information entities.

Such approach could become a good basis for the Data Pipeline initiative 8, proposed by
UN/CEFACT. The concept involves providing data directly at their source and only once, and
reusing it throughout the supply chain, regardless of the mode of transport, party or regulatory
body that needs access to the data.
8
White Paper Data Pipelines – UN/CEFACT https://unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/cefact/GuidanceMaterials/WhitePaperDataPipeline_Eng.pdf
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The key principles of the concept of data pipelines are as follows:
•
Capture the data from the right person at the right place at the time,
•
Capture once and use many times in the supply chain,
•
Data is transferred to the pipeline at the point of their origin,
•
Data can be retrieved from the pipeline both on demand (“pull” the data) and by
sending it to the recipient (“push”).
The main purpose of data pipelines is to improve the quality of data and ensure their
seamless transfer within the information flow of the supply chain, in particular, by shifting the
paradigm from the concept of the "document" to the concept of the "dataset". The key difference
between these two concepts is that the document model is based on the rigid (paper) structure of
the document - even in electronic form, whereas the dataset model assumes the presentation of
information in the form of flexible structures - data sets (BIE and ABIE), which can be formed
from the generic data models on the fly by the request of the recipient of information and in the
form, which corresponds to the specific business process requirements.
In this context, to support both ideas about using the MMT RDM as a transformation core
for connecting the existing IT solutions in multimodal transportations and about moving to data
pipeline models, the authors propose to use the CRUD-based API approach, that was introduced
in previous assessments (reports) under the UNDA Trade and Transport Connectivity under the
Pandemic project 9. The main point for such an approach is that instead of moving straight to
classical API, one should take into account that most trade and transport IT solutions are still
heavily linked to document-based information exchange procedures. Standards for such
documents are, on the one hand, stable and approved, but, on the other hand, may not be
compatible between industries. This issue can be solved by using the CRUD semantic model for
building API – the unit of information exchange remains the document, while all operations with
documents are described by the following four methods:
•
Create – creating new document in the target system
•
Read – retrieving or requesting an existing document from the target system
•
Update – modifying an existing document in the target system
•
Delete – removing an existing document from the target system
In each case all or just some of these methods can be used, depending on the requirements
of a certain system and/or regulations. For example, some systems prohibit the deletion of
documents. Instead, they can only be marked as inactive.
Figure 20: General approach of the CRUD model

Source: The authors

9

https://unttc.org/documents/report-standardized-digitalization-multimodal-transport-ua
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The great advantage of the API approach is a possibility of shifting the paradigm of
document exchange to the exchange of data packages or data sets, that will allow to move from
providing the document to a certain Receiver (a Single Window system, for example) – which is
a “push” model – to requesting the portions of data directly from the point where the data is
produced – a “pull” model. Another advantage is the possibility to build a bridge between
traditional document-oriented systems and new data package API oriented solutions.
As a next step to expanding the API and moving to data pipelines could be the
implementation of automated negotiation of such document requirements using the mechanism of
the XML transformation (XSLT). Such a transformation can be implemented as a schematron by
the sending side, which is requested in the same way as any document via CRUD API and executed
on the receiving side. Such an approach can guarantee consistency of the content of the converted
document and will not conflict with the existing legal recognition schema (or legal regime, if it
exists). This requires publication of extra metadata, particularly – mapping to the RDM entities
type (ABIE and BIE) and data type details.
Figure 21: Interoperability models: API model and way to data pipes

Source: The authors

For the practical application of the data pipeline, in addition to the semantic issue, it is also
necessary to resolve the issues of technical interoperability and legal recognition. These issues are
supposed to be considered in the framework of further research in the following areas:

● To resolve the issue of legal recognition, it is proposed to consider the experience of
the European Union, in particular Regulation (EU) 2020/1056 on electronic freight
transport information (eFTI 10) and Regulation (EU) 910/2014 on electronic
identification and trusted services for electronic transactions in the internal market
(eIDAS Regulation 11), as well as the concept of decentralized identity (Decentralized
Identity / Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI 12)).

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32020R1056&rid=1
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.L_.2014.257.01.0073.01.ENG
12
https://w3c.github.io/did-core/
10
11
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Annexes
Annex I. Overall statistics on cargo turnover in the countries
along the GUAM transport corridor
Cargo turnover (UA).xlsx
Cargo turnover (AZ).xlsx
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Annex II. Original documents used for mappings and
conversions
1. Maritime Bill of Lading
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2. Invoice (for Custom use)
a. Azerbaijan
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b. Ukraine
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3. Certificate of Origin
a. Azerbaijan
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b. Ukraine
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4. Sanitary Certificate
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5. CMR
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6. SMGS
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Annex III. Results of the mapping
1. Maritime Bill of Lading

Maritime BL_AZ_UA.xlsx

2. Invoice

Invoice_AZ_UA.xlsx

3. Certificate of Origin

CertifacteOfOrigin-AZ_UA.xlsx

4. Sanitary Certificate

SanitarySertificate.xlsx

5. CMR

eCMR_AZ_UA.xlsx

6. SMGS

CIM-SMGS_AZ_UA.xlsx
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Annex IV. XML documents examples
1. Maritime Bill of Lading
MaritimeBL-AZ_UA.xml

2. Invoice

Invoice_AZ_UA.xml

3. Certificate of Origin

CertificateOfOrigin_AZ_UA.xml

4. Sanitary Certificate

SanitarySertificate_AZ_UA.XML

5. CMR

eCMR_AZ_UA.xml
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Annex V. Results of the documents transformation
1. Maritime Bill of Lading - CMR
MaritimeBL-WMS20096828-CMR-37916.xlsx
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